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  This composition is written for unspecified ensemble and instrumentation.  There must be 
  a minimum of five performers in the ensemble and more are suggested to achieve a vast 
  timbral exploration of the graphic score.  

Cycle: 
- A cycle is equivalent to one time through the score (both line and sphere sections).
- The graphic score may be repeated as many times as necessary.
- Players rotate parts every cycle.
- There is no written directive to the player rotations.  The ensemble should coordinate the 
rotations and number of repeats before rehearsing.  

Lines: 
- For Interchanging Quintet 

- Though there may be more than five players in the entire ensemble, the parts in the line 
section may only be performed by a quintet.  All remaining players in the larger 
ensemble will be tacet until they rotate into the quintet.  

- Parts are rotated among Active, Inactive, and Former players after every cycle.
- Player roles: 

- Active - Player currently playing part in quintet.
- Inactive - Player who have not played part in quintet. 
- Former - Player who is not in current quintet but has been in quintet during previous 
cycles.

 - Duration: 2’20”

Sphere:
- For Interchanging Ensemble

- Active and Former players will play in the current sphere section but Inactive players 
will not.  The sphere is not limited to five players but rather the number of current Active 
and Former players.   

- Duration and density will increase every cycle. 
- Duration: 20” - 2’
- Density: Sparse - opaque 

- Performers should feel free to express musical ideas while maintaining duration and density 
parameters.  
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timbral fluctuations between raspy & pure;
these gestures should be unobtrusive and faint=
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nucleus - short central attack (percussive and/or 
melodic) with surrounding harmonic overtones or 
sonic cloud; 
this is an advanced graphic that may require 
multiple gestures to fulfill 
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short sonic gestures, percussive and/or melodic in 
nature;
these gestures should be very staccato; 
these gestures should be performed within the 
dynamic parameters (pp-mp) 
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Program Notes 

The composition Oil Stained America, conceived from a photograph of an oil stain, symbolically 
shines a light on the political corruption the United States of America has been immersed in for 
decades.  Large oil corporations have interwoven their money into the political system by 
funding congress members, a successful intention to influence legislation against environmental 
policies.  In an act to protect oil corporations from proposed environmental legislation and to 
make sure financial assistance continues to flow into their pockets, congress members depreciate 
and all together deny the truth of global warming.  Little action can be taken to restrict the 
production and use of petroleum because of this mutual relationship between oil companies and 
corrupt politicians.  Our nation currently possesses the technological power to shift to a 
renewable environmental friendly resource and the economical benefits (i.e. influx of jobs, 
independency from foreign countries, and stimulated economy) that would ensue are not 
arguable.  Yet, global warming continues to devastate our environment at an alarming rate of 
speed while oil corporations grow wealthier and politicians retain their seats with massive 
campaign funding.

Musically, Oil Stained America explores the link between our five human senses, specifically 
visual to aural.  Of the similarities between the two senses, visual and aural textures are possibly 
the most uniform and interesting.  Using the photograph of the oil stain as a visual, I began to 
explore the textures within the photo and even used computer programs to manipulate the 
photograph as a way to immerse deeper within the textures.  Once having analyzed the textures 
within the photograph, I constructed a sound world that emulated the textures of the photograph.  
To complicate matters heavily, Oil Stained America is for unspecified ensemble.  This led me to 
abandon standard music notation and instead craft a graphic notation that emulated these visual 
textures to all performers.  Graphic notation is often quite vague due to its construction and when 
this is the case, the intention of sound can be lost in communication to the performer.  To prevent 
my sound world from being jeopardized, I spent most of my time perfecting the clarity of my 
graphics.  The compositional process of creating these textural sound worlds is similar to ice 
sculpting with an axe.  After rehearsing this composition with different ensembles I noticed the 
textural result of all the ensembles were quite similar but because of the different 
instrumentations, unique timbres created new colors within the textural sound world.  This 
realization was freeing to me and I decided I wanted audience members to experience these 
timbral changes so I altered the piece.  During the performance, players rotate parts among each 
other, creating a timbral journey in a textural sound world.  This addition to the composition 
allows the audience to be immersed in an experimental sound world while still emulating the 
textures of the photograph. 



  


